
  Panta rei. Everything changes 

Marble vs ceramics 

Nature is an unstoppable, ever-evolving force, which man attempts to understand and govern. While clay 

may be considered a gift from Nature to humanity, marble is sealed within stone. While careful farming can 

make soil more fertile, marble extraction procedures – resulting in quarries known as “marble agers” -  

leave an indelible mark. While earth it as man’s disposal, marble requires appropriation. While ceramics 

allow ideas to be moulded into a closed, predefined shape, marble imposes a compromise betwee n the 

artist’s will and actual feasibility.  

In Carrara,  Mattia Bosco, Sergio Breviario and Ludovica Carbotta have approached marble throughout its 

various stages of transformation, from the quarry to marble flakes, from slabs to dust, from artisanal 

knowledge to technology.  

Mattia Bosco’s research ties in with marble, wood and ceramic sculpture, abiding by the intrinsic features 

of each material. Wood is frayed to reveal the messages in its fibres; marble is a dialogue between natural 

and artificial transformation; ceramic is torn from gravity, becoming ethereal. His actions are few, essential 

and precise. Stone, to use the words of Mattia Bosco, “is time in its solid state, a book whose pages have all 

been welded together. Sculpture is a way of tackling this barrier, unsealing the world, grazing its flesh in the 

attempt to rewrite that which cannot be read”.  

Two of the three marble sculptures created by the artist during his residency in Carrara were crafted by 

robots, while the third was sculpted by hand.  

 “Totem”, produced at the BPS workshop in Pietrasanta, plays on the two-tone alternation between grey 

and white marble, extracted from the same quarry, drawing inspiration from medieval Tuscan churches. As 

is typical of Mattia Bosco’s production, some portions of the sculptures have been left unrefined. The artist 

best explains the concept behind this decision: “Through sculpture, man’s mark filters into the stone’s 

stratigraphy, overwriting its meanings. The stone’s time absorbs man’s time within its memory, and as we 

tend to remember more recent things better than those long passed, when looking at a sculpture we 

perceive its shape, its surface, but forget that that surface has a depth beneath it: the time of the world”.  

Bosco’s other pieces were produced using robot technology at the Henraux workshop in Pietrasanta, 

programming the algorithm that governs the machines with the numerical translation of the photographic 

image of the unshaped mass. In this manner, the robot arm followed the natural topography of the stone, 

providing a new description of the material that followed the hand’s expressive potential. Thus, the 

machine is no longer a mute extension of the artist’s hand, but a disciple. It comprehends the shapes 

through which Nature’s concepts become visible, and pursues them. It permeates them, like water slowly 

digging through rock. The results of this interaction are marks reminiscent of landscapes - surfaced grounds 

and seascapes.  

Sergio Breviario also began his research from the transformation process undergone by marble, arriving in 

Carrara with the intention of portraying the robots used for sculpting and of moulding marble dust 

dampened with water much like clay. Following a number of inspections at workshops, where the artist 

went searching for discarded marble slabs, Sergio discovered that marble dust is compacted with water to 

save space, and then thrown out. A clay-like material made of marble, soil and various discarded processing 



materials, known as “marmettola” in jargon. The “marmettola” was in fact the damp block of water and 

dust that Sergio had been imagining. 

Attempting to carry out a paradox, uniting marble and water in a malleable compost, Sergio was pre-

empted by Nature: indeed, rainfall sculpts small pinnacles into the material, which are reminiscent of the 

peaks of the Apuan Alps. It’s as though dust were returning to its nature of mountain, working back 

through the infinite possibilities offered by sculpture, but also working back through life. Two small natural 

damp-marble sculptures enter into dialogue with Domenico Zaccagna’s model of the quarries, which is 

displayed within the Marble Museum’s collection. The miracle of life takes place among the rocks; timidly, a 

tuft of grass claims its position. 

The robot represents the achievement of a potential shared by all: the frontier of concept-conveyance 

regardless of technical skills. The anthropomorphised portrait of the machine is captured through black and 

white polaroid shots, in images that seem to surface from the past.  

The artist’s pursuit comes full circle in his third piece. Often, in Breviario’s production, the human body acts 

as a SUPPORTO for the artwork. In this case, the foundation for the damp sculptures and images is provided 

by two structures built with iron and discarded marble slabs. The human presence is out of scale: the iron 

legs are too tall to be a table, the mountains are too small. The eyes come closer, proportions shift. 

Imagination takes form.  

Mount Serrone, which overlooks Carrara from above, is a perfect summary of mutations: those produced 

by man to achieve his needs, and those willed by Nature, following its course.  

Its shape vaguely recalls Michelangelo’s Pietá, the one conserved at the Vatican. I like to imagine the 

sculptor climbing to the quarries on horseback, in search of the perfect slab, his gaze rising upward: just 

then, he sees the figure’s knees and draping cloths, drawn in an optic chiasm. This same mountain is 

entirely quarried on the remaining three sides. These mountainsides – an enormous open air sculpture – 

were the starting point for Ludovica Carbotta’s research.  

“My work” says Ludovica “focuses around the relationship between the individual and collective space. By 

physically exploring urban environments, my interventions are aimed at modifying the landscape, 

documenting daily life, and imagining new places. This research is conducted through sculpture, and 

formalised using various methodologies, following four trajectories: - the investigation of the relationship 

between that which is void and that which is full, within matter, through the mould-impression procedure; - 

the relationship between body and space, through actions that enable the absence of self to be 

contemplated within the object produced; - a consideration upon changes in state, through various 

languages made of actual or imaginary shapes; research for the experimentation of collective spaces and 

structures. 

Two sides of Mount Serrone were reproduced by the artist using clay, thus providing a plaster mould of the 

corresponding negative portion, to be employed with marble. Through the sculptures she produced at 

Studi Nicoli, in Carrara, Ludovica attempts to imagine the missing part of the mountain – the fullness to be 

wedged into the void which man has left within the landscape.  

The artist’s approach leave aside any implied political or critical commentary. Hers is fascination for the 

constant visual reference-point provided by the Apuan mountains and quarries, which provide great 

inspiration and consistency to Ludovica’s research.  



Aside from these pieces, the artist is also presenting a photographic project:  a small stone collected in a 

quarry, and positioned at a viewpoint from which it seems to follow the mountain’s profile and ideally 

reconstruct its original form. A jump into the past (or the future?) which the artist displays layering her 

photographs to those captured in the mid-20th century by photographer Ilario Bessi, part of the Marble 

Museum’s permanent collection.  

The artworks produced in Faenza have come to me ex post, following their creation and in the form of 

completed works. They are, in fact, quite different from one another, and linked by the material in itself, 

and by the expressive potential it provides in translating a concept into form. The  allure of ceramic differs 

from the allure of marble, which as a material is inescapably linked to its context of provenance. Carrara is 

made entirely of marble: quarries, houses, churches, ovens, sidewalks, kitchen utensils, tombstones, 

benches, monuments, offices, the hospital, the people, their character. Everything here is made of marble. 

Entire villages beneath the mountain are white “from head to toe”. The reason for this does not derive 

from the citizens’ wealth, but from the tradition of re-employing discarded quarry materials, which hides 

the quarryman’s ancient love for his territory – the basis of an existing culture, which is however more and 

more forgotten. Faenza, which for obvious reasons I am less acquainted with, seems to be more 

existentially independent from ceramics – a form of autonomy which, for better or for worse, is lacking in 

Carrara.  

Patrick Tuttofuoco and Natascia Fenoglio have produced casts of their own faces: a mask through which to 

escape themselves, becoming objects. From a technical standpoint, they have employed the ancient 

method of clay-soaked cloth, which allows a faithful moulding of the surfaces. The technique used for 

decorations, instead, is the rather modern decalcomania, which allows manual drawing to be substituted  

by serigraphy, employing overlaying sheets of paper that meld with the clay in the oven’s heat.  The 

decoration within the sculptures is vibrant and precious, while on the faces i t is quite simple, and does not 

abide by the portrait’s morphology. The many levels – that of ceramic sheets and that of decal – are 

overlaid. Patrick’s research, often linked to portraits, joins with the research carried out by Natascia, whose 

usual target is food. The faces appear ready to be wrapped in paper.  

Another portrait, which however is crafted through the incorporeal language of video, was produced by 

Marco Basta, Alessandro Di Pietro, Michele Gabriele, Andrea Romano, Jonathan Vivacqua. Matter is the 

protagonist: clay transforming under Aida’s hands at work. The artisan is presented from a lowered 

perspective, through slowed-down shots, as if capturing the magic of action within a lunar landscape. The 

camera’s gaze is focused on the mystical physicality of matter taking shape. Its insistence recalls the strikes 

of a hammer against iron, and the rhythmic approach of the image curiously acquires a sculptural 

concreteness. It seems to tell us that it is man’s action that moulds clay, which Nature re -appropriates only 

in time,  returning it to dust, and thus to earth, through water. Ceramic is an ancestral language; it is 

intuitive, the material of utensils. It seems tailored for its very potential, and requirements. The small 

majolica piece by Anemoi is defined by the artists as “an incubation device for a multitude of possible 

worlds”. It is reminiscent of an alembic, a jug, a horn, more generally of an instrument pervaded by archaic 

features. The opaque white tint, however, assimilates it more to an odd futuristic design object, placed by 

error or for convenience on an old potter’s wheel.  

I agree with Calvino when, in his American Lectures, he states that, to Lucretius and Horace, “the 

knowledge of the world tends to dissolve its solidity”. Science and imagination are two complementary 

methods for delving into the atomic and metamorphic dissolution of reality. The artist stands at a middle 

place, between nature and man.  He does not appropriate, he does not use, but rather dissolves the solidity 



of things, entering into them, and measuring them. Art is a speculative path towards knowledge of the 

world and of ourselves. Therefore, “Panta rei. Everything changes” seemed the best title for this collection, 

encompassing all the wealth and complexity of the artists’ research.  
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